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Britain Since 1800: Towards the Welfare State
1987 a clear and concise introduction to the
history of british universities covering all
parts of the british isles
Universities and Elites in Britain Since 1800
1995-09-28 masculine assertions whether of
verbal command political power or physical
violence have formed the traditional subject
matter of history this volume combines current
discussions in sexual politics with historical
analysis to demonstrate that far from being
natural and monolithic masculinity is an
historical and cultural construct with varied
competing and above all changing forms
Manful Assertions 2021-10-15 powell introduces
and describes two centuries of building
activity and the building industry addressing
such questions as why and what was built who
decided to build and how they did so
The British Building Industry Since 1800 1996
muslims constitute britain s second largest
religious grouping and writing about their
experiences has found a new audience in recent
years though not always through a positive
lens but a proper historical treatment of
their arrival settlement and establishment had
been conspicuously absent until humayun ansari
s seminal work reissued here in an updated
edition the infidel within draws together rich
archival research and first hand experience
into a broad integrated history of the muslim



presence in britain among the topics addressed
are migration and settlement in britain before
1945 the evolution of a british muslim
identity muslim women and families muslims and
education and the growing mobilization of
muslims in britain s political religious and
economic life this definitive and sympathetic
history brought right up to date is a must
read for anyone seeking to understand modern
britain
Universities and Elites in Britain Since 1800
1995 in this work j a chandler explains how
local government in britain has evolved from a
structure that appeared to be relatively free
from central government interference to as
john prescott observes one of the most
centralised systems of government in the
western world
"The Infidel Within" 2018-08-01 this
collection of essays explores the broad range
of influences which have shaped the
distribution of authority within british homes
and families religion commercial advertising
governments welfare professionals medical
experts psychologists and the law
Explaining Local Government 2007 masculine
assertions whether of verbal command political
power or physical violence have formed the
traditional subject matter of history this
volume combines current discussions in sexual
politics with historical analysis to



demonstrate that far from being natural and
monolithic masculinity is an historical and
cultural construct with varied competing and
above all changing forms
The Politics of Domestic Authority in Britain
since 1800 2009-08-13 blue water empire is
robert holland s magnificent narrative of
britain s military and cultural ties with the
mediterranean sea in the style of the epic
naval histories of n a m rodger britain has
been a major presence in the mediterranean
from the battle of the nile to the end of
empire as both a military and a colonising
force on the islands and coastlines of the sea
robert holland traces the fascinating story of
that presence from its legacies in culture
language and law to the mediterranean s own
influence on britain evoking the conflicts and
contrasts between british and local societies
caught up in dramatic events as well as their
mutual resilience under pressure blue water
empire charts with vigour flair and clarity
the british experience in the mediterranean in
the age of empire reviews an important
corrective to current historical amnesia the
definitive account of anglo mediterranean
history for years to come amanda foreman new
statesman a rich and readable account of the
british in the middle sea as holland s learned
lucid and enjoyable work makes clear many
british politicians saw the mediterranean as



the pre eminent global strategic arena
representing the key to victory in europe and
asia dominic sandbrook sunday times this is an
important subject and it has never before been
drawn together into a single coherent
narrative blue water empire puts the land not
the sea at the heart of the story literary
review robert holland s masterly history of
the mediterranean is a pleasure to read blue
water empire shows how britain s mastery of
the middle sea shaped the modern world whilst
reminding us how profoundly the mediterranean
has influenced the british simon ball author
of the bitter sea the struggle for mastery in
the mediterranean 1935 1949 lively and
absorbing philip mansel spectator about the
author robert holland is one of the world s
leading historians of the mediterranean and
the author of britain and the revolt in cyprus
1954 59 and with diana markides the british
and the hellenes struggles for mastery in the
eastern mediterranean 1850 1960 he holds
professorial positions at the centre for
hellenic studies in king s college london and
the institute of commonwealth studies in the
same university
Manful Assertions 1991 democratisation in
britain is a novel reinterpretation of british
social and political history since 1800 in
light of the continuing debate about
democratisation as such the book goes far



beyond standard histories of political reform
in common with the politics in northern europe
north america and australasia britain s
democratisation began early and in highly
favourable circumstances the process took
place in stages only half consciously and in
the context of a generally benign economic
cycle the country possessed a vibrant civil
society at most levels of its adult population
along with a flexible competitive and
opportunistic set of political elites partly
as a result the popular expectations and
demands released by democratisation were
modest and untroublesome countries undergoing
democratisation since 1918 have been far less
fortunate and the process in thereby much more
difficult thus this book may be seen as
portraying an ideal type against which to
compare and contrast these later experiences
democratisation in britain combines the
disciplines of political science and history
and will be of interest to scholars and
students in both fields
Blue-Water Empire 2012-01-26 this book
addresses the divide that exists between the
reality of finance and the image it projects a
functioning financial system is an essential
feature of a modern economy providing it with
money credit capital and investments
conversely those who provide this essential
service are neither respected nor trusted the



causes and consequences of this divide is
explored using the british experience from
1800 to the present drawing upon a mixture of
factual evidence and contemporary fiction
nothing of this scale has been attempted
before and this is the product of 50 years of
research
Democratisation in Britain 2017-05-01 in
recent years parliamentary debates protests
against fox hunting and television shows have
all focused on the way in which the british
treat animals this book examines the cultural
and social role of animals in britain from
1800 to the present
War On Wealth, The: Fact And Fiction In
British Finance Since 1800 2023-03-21
explaining local government available at last
in paperback uniquely presents a history of
local government in britain from 1800 until
the present day the study explains how the
institution evolved from a structure that
appeared to be relatively free from central
government interference to as john prescott
observes one of the most centralised systems
of government in the western world the book is
accessible to a level and undergraduate
students as an introduction to the development
of local government in britain but also
balances values and political practice to
provide a unique explanation using primary
research of the evolution of the system



Animal Rights 1998-08 going as far back as the
thirteenth century britons mined and burned
coal britain s supremacy in the nineteenth
century depended in large part on its vast
deposits of coal which powered industry warmed
homes and cooked food as coal consumption
skyrocketed the air in britain s cities and
towns filled with ever greater and denser
clouds of smoke yet for much of the nineteenth
century few people in britain even considered
coal smoke to be pollution inventing pollution
examines the radically new understanding of
pollution that emerged in the late nineteenth
century one that centered not on organic decay
but on coal combustion this change as peter
thorsheim argues gave birth to the smoke
abatement movement and to new ways of thinking
about the relationships among humanity
technology and the environment even as coal
production in britain has plummeted in recent
decades it has surged in other countries this
reissue of thorsheim s far reaching study
includes a new preface that reveals the book s
relevance to the contentious national and
international debates which aren t going away
anytime soon around coal air pollution more
generally and the grave threat of human
induced climate change
Blue-water Empire 2013 patrick joyce offers a
bold and highly original contribution to the
history and theory of the state



Explaining Local Government 2013-08-27 this
scholarly and well researched study of the
building industry documents the interplay of
new materials and technologies costs and the
changing social and economic forces that
affected the decision making about our built
environment over the last two centuries the
author provides a succinct and readable survey
of the growth and development of british
building which will be of interest to all
building specialists and those training for a
career in the construction industry
Inventing Pollution 2018-04-16 with
contributions from renowned experts in the
field this book provides an excellent
background to the history of anglo iranian
relations focusing on the political and
economic relationship of britain and issues of
strategic sensitivity the book also
illuminates british relations with society and
the state and describes the interaction
between various representatives and agents of
both countries anglo iranian relations have
had a long and complex history characterized
on the one hand by mistrust and intrusion and
on the other by mutual exchange and
understanding this book explores the
intriguing history of this interactive
relationship since 1800 looking at it from a
variety of perspectives drawing on previously
unavailable documents in english and persian



the book argues that iran in the nineteenth
century had a national state which strongly
defended the national interests
The State of Freedom 2013-04-04 immigration
ethnicity multiculturalism and racism have
become part of daily discourse in britain in
recent decades yet far from being new these
phenomena have characterised british life
since the 19th century while the numbers of
immigrants increased after the second world
war groups such as the irish germans and east
european jews have been arriving settling and
impacting on british society from the
victorian period onwards in this comprehensive
and fascinating account panikos panayi
examines immigration as an ongoing process in
which ethnic communities evolve as individuals
choose whether to retain their ethnic
identities and customs or to integrate and
assimilate into wider british norms
consequently he tackles the contradictions in
the history of immigration over the past two
centuries migration versus government control
migrant poverty versus social mobility ethnic
identity versus increasing anglicisation and
above all racism versus multiculturalism
providing an important historical context to
contemporary debates and taking into account
the complexity and variety of individual
experiences over time this book demonstrates
that no simple approach or theory can



summarise the migrant experience in britain
The British Building Industry since 1800
2013-12-16 britannia towering female with
helmet and spear symbol of the british isles
has been one of history s most enduring icons
but who is she whom does she represent who are
the british the scots welsh and irish not to
mention the english have been asking
themselves these questions for hundreds of
years their answers have played themselves out
in the political and cultural fields at the
highest levels and shaped the histories of all
these regions that together are known as
britain david powell charts the political
evolution of the united kingdom from the act
of union between great britain and ireland
passed in 1800 to the late 20th century
debates over devolution to scotland and wales
the future of northern ireland and britain s
membership of the eu bloomsbury publishing
Anglo-Iranian Relations Since 1800 2009 this
book is about the manifestations and
explorations of the heroic in narrative
literature since around 1800 it traces the
most important stages of this representation
but also includes strands that have been
marginalised or silenced in a dominant
masculine and higher class framework the
studies include explorations of female
versions of the heroic and they consider
working class and ethnic perspectives the



chapters in this volume each focus on a
prominent conjuncture of texts histories and
approaches to the heroic taken together they
present an overview of the literary heroic in
fiction since the late eighteenth century
An Immigration History of Britain 2014-09-11
the seaside has always held a special position
in british history as a place of rest
relaxation and recuperation over the last 200
years many have made their way to the coast
attracted by the long sunshine hours the clean
ozone charged air and the opportunities for
bathing in and even drinking sea water
although the early health resort ideal began
to give way to more pleasure orientated themes
in the nineteenth century the seaside holiday
was still regarded by many as a wholesome and
invigorating break from inland urban life well
into the twentieth century yet with ever
increasing numbers of visitors and rising
levels of coastal pollution this was by no
means a forgone conclusion the seaside health
and the environment in england and wales since
1800 explores the ways in which english
seaside resorts continually reinvented
themselves to take account of contemporary
trends in popular leisure and maintain their
hold on the public s imagination particular
account is paid to the interwar years when new
obsessions with outdoor activities such as
sunbathing and tanning were purposefully



adopted by the industry to define the modern
image of the resort holiday for these and
other reasons the seaside holiday reached new
peaks of popularity in the 1930s and 1950s yet
this very success placed enormous pressures on
the environmental amenities that people came
to enjoy as this work shows environmental
stresses were manifold particularly pollution
of the resorts prime assets their beaches as
such serious questions are raised concerning
why it took such a long time for a determined
effort to be made to reverse beach pollution
and the lessons to be learned regarding the
impact of negative images of the coast as a
zone of danger and infection
England and Ireland Since 1800 1975 this
general history of modern africa has been
revised and updated to take full account of
the fresh perspectives on african history
brought about by the end of the cold war
Nationhood and Identity 2002 british health
policy has undergone enormous change in the
post war era the nhs established in the post
war period has been constantly reorganised and
the role of doctors and associated medical
professions has radically changed this book
considers the changes in health policy and in
the service provided by the nhs and examines
in detail the mixed economy of health care and
the role of different providers of health care
as well as their relationships both with



recipients of care and the state in doing so
professor berridge sheds light on the
increasingly important part that lay people
especially women have played in the provision
of health care and looks at community care and
the shifting balance of power within the
medical profession the book provides a guide
to changes in health and health policy during
and since world war ii giving an authoritative
analysis of the most recent research
Heroes and Heroism in British Fiction Since
1800 2016-11-09 this rich and readable history
of modern ireland covers the political social
economic intellectual and cultural dimensions
of the country s development from the origins
of the irish question to the present day in
this edition a new introductory chapter covers
the period prior to union and a new concluding
chapter takes ireland into the twenty first
century all material has as been substantially
revised and updated to reflect more recent
scholarship as well as developments during the
eventful years since the previous edition the
text is richly supplemented with maps
photographs and an extensive bibliography
there is no comparable brief multidimensional
history of modern ireland
The Seaside, Health and the Environment in
England and Wales since 1800 2016-12-05
surveying british history from the glorious
revolution to the present day britain since



1688 provides a thorough overview of this
fascinating period tailored to a north
american audience
Africa Since 1800 1994-01-27 britain since
1707 is the first single volume book to cover
the complex and multi layered history of great
britain from its inception until 2007 bringing
together political economic social and
cultural history the book offers a reliable
and balanced account of the nation over a 300
year period it looks at major developments
such as the enlightenment the growth of
democracy and gender change while also tracing
the distinctive experience of different the
book s additional features include social and
ethnic groups through the decades fully
integrating scotland wales and the irish
experience the book s comprehensive sweep
includes coverage of the industrial revolution
the british empire the two world wars and
today s multicultural society ideally
structured to support courses and classes on
british history focus on sections with
original documents and sources timelines and
tables to aid understanding historical sources
and further reading suggestions at the end of
each chapter illuminating contemporary
illustrations from queen anne to gordon brown
this wide ranging and accessible book provides
a complete and up to date history of britain
offering a coherent account of the evolution



of the nation and its people it will be
essential reading for all students of british
history
Health and Society in Britain Since 1939
1999-05-27 the text though lively and
entertaining is closely argued bringing a
refreshing intellectual rigour to a field too
often bedevilled by sharp edged polemic or
soft focus romanticism its firm structure and
distinctive combination of chronological and
thematic approaches throw a searching light on
how the twin imperatives of conflict and
conformity have shaped the lives of irish men
and women in the past two centuries these
insights are not only of interest in
themselves but are of compelling contemporary
relevance in few places does the past obtrude
so inescapably on the present as it does in
ireland and nowhere else perhaps has that past
been subjected to such intense analysis in
modern times ireland since 1800 does justice
to both dimensions and its reworking will be
warmly welcomed by old admirers and new
readers alike
The Irish Experience Since 1800 2015 this new
edition of an established text brings the
history of the women s movement in britain
right up to the present day updated and
expanded the third edition features a new
final chapter focusing on the parliamentary
breakthrough of 1997 and the likely impact of



women in the upcoming general election another
major addition is the study of the effects of
the thatcher era on a generation of women from
a greater distance the book has been
thoroughly revised throughout to analyse the
themes and developments of the new millennium
including women s employment women and liberal
society and women in public life
Britain Since 1688 2014-07-10 what does
material culture tell us about gendered
identities and how does gender reveal the
meaning of spaces and things if we look at the
objects that we own covet and which surround
us in our everyday culture there is a clear
connection between ideas about gender and the
material world this book explores the material
culture of the past to shed light on
historical experiences and identities some
essays focus on specific objects such as an
eighteenth century jug or a 20th powder puff
others on broader material environments such
as the sixteenth century guild or the interior
of a 20th century pub while still others focus
on the paraphernalia associated with certain
actions such as letter writing or maintaining
18th century men s hair written by scholars in
a range of history related disciplines the
essays in this book offer exposés of current
research methods and interests these
demonstrate to students how a relationship
between material culture and gender is being



addressed while also revealing a variety of
intellectual approaches and topics
Britain Since 1707 1999 this book offers an
historical analysis of the culture of animal
dependent science in britain from 1945 to the
present exploring key areas of animal
experimentation such as warfare medical
science and law from a gendered perspective
questioning the nature of knowledge production
in this area and how animal experimentation
intersects with broader cultural norms and
values concerning sex and gender it examines
the impact of contemporary forms of capitalism
on animal dependent science its historical
trajectory and gendered configuration with
close attention to the broad social context
from the creation of the welfare state and the
loss of empire to the emergence of
neoliberalism in the 1980s and its present day
omnipotent manifestation the author asks how
animal experimentation and the use of nonhuman
animals in specific areas of science is
gendered and has implications for women
drawing on a variety of sociological
philosophical feminist and historical theories
and engaging with a wealth of primary and
secondary materials of scientific research of
the time science gender and the exploitation
of animals in britain since 1945 contends that
there is a persistent gendered ideology of
animal use which remains inscribed within the



policies of the british neoliberal state as
such it will appeal to scholars of sociology
history and philosophy with interests in
gender and the treatment of nonhuman animals
Ireland Since 1800 1962 in this completely
revised and rewritten edition the history of
the subcontinent has been carried forward to
the 1980s and account has been taken of the
major advances in the historiography of the
regions since the book s first appearance
Great Britain Since 1688 2015-04-22 the second
edition of this bestselling survey of modern
irish history covers social religious as well
as political history and offers a distinctive
combination of chronological and thematic
approaches
Women and the Women's Movement in Britain
since 1914 2019-10-24 this book shows how
interpretations of suicidal motives were
guided by gendered expectations of behaviour
and that these expectations were constructed
to create meaning and understanding for family
friends and witnesses providing an insight
into how people of this era understood
suicidal behaviour and motives it challenges
the assertion that suicide was seen as a
distinctly feminine act and that men who took
their own lives were feminized as a result
instead it shows that masculinity was
understood in a more nuanced way than gender
binaries allow and that a man s masculinity



was measured against other men focusing on
four common narrative types the love suicide
the unemployed suicide the suicide of the
fraudster or speculator and the suicide of the
dishonoured solider it provides historical
context to modern discussions about the crisis
of masculinity and rising male suicide rates
it reveals that narratives around male
suicides are not so different today as they
were then and that our modern model of
masculinity can be traced back to the 19th
century
Gender and Material Culture in Britain since
1600 2021-09-30 when the war of independence
ended in 1783 many doubted the ability of
americans to build a nation today the united
states occupies a position comparable to that
of britain at the zenith of its power britain
and america since independence deals with
anglo american relations in the widest sense
it shows how the transfer of hegemony from the
british empire to the united states affected
the way britons and americans viewed one
another and its effect on the evolving social
economic and political connections between the
two countries inspite of political separation
geographical distance and intermittent periods
of hostility the british have never regarded
americans as foreigners americans in turn have
looked to britain as the source of their
language and culture nevertheless as howard



temperley shows in this far ranging study of
the two societies these affinities have often
given rise to misunderstanding and confusion
as in the current conflict between britain s
allegiance to the special relationship and
america s belief that the future of britain
lies in europe
Science, Gender and the Exploitation of
Animals in Britain Since 1945 1984 this timely
new edition of the longman companion to
britain since 1945 compiled by the series
editors themselves provides a wide ranging
compendium of key facts and figures on british
history from the start of the landmark attlee
government in 1945 to the final years of the
1990s the book embraces all major aspects of
british history government and society
reflecting the massive social political and
economic changes that have transformed the
face of britain since the end of the second
world war fully revised and updated this new
edition covers the advent of tony blair the
electoral victory of new labour in 1997 and
the major constitutional changes currently
underway in britain this book will be
invaluable to anyone interested in the history
and politics of post war britain from students
and teachers to party activists and lovers of
reader friendly reference books
Southern Africa Since 1800 2013-12-02 written
by leading international scholars twentieth



century britain investigates key moments
themes and identities in the past century
engaging with cutting edge research and debate
the essays in the volume combine discussion of
the major issues currently preoccupying
historians of the twentieth century with clear
guidance on new directions in the theories and
methodologies of modern british social
cultural and economic history divided into
three the first section of the book addresses
key concepts historians use to think about the
century notably class gender and national
identity organised chronologically the book
then explores topical thematic issues such as
multicultural britain religion and citizenship
representing changes in the field some
chapters represent more recent fields of
historical inquiry such as modernity and
sexuality
Ireland since 1800 2022-04-07
Male Suicide and Masculinity in 19th-century
Britain 2017-03-14
Britain and America Since Independence
2014-09-09
Longman Companion to Britain Since 1945
2014-06-11
20th Century Britain
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